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JAZZ IMPROVISATION 

Teaching Jazz Improvisation in the average public school 
situation should involve four general areas of learning and, if 
possible, should be taught simultaneously. They are as follows: 

1. Listening to Jazz Artists on a regular basis 
2. The study of basic theory concepts 
J. Ear training 
4. Jazz Improvisation techniques 

I. LISTENING TO JAZZ ARTISTS: This must be done on a near 
daily basis. There is a definite relationship between the 
amount and frequency of listening 'one does ,nd their success 
as an improvisor. 

II. THEORY: Basic theory concepts should be taught from the 
very beginning. Students should become familiar with basic 
intervals, major scales, the four types' of triads" key 
signatures, and seventh chords. 

III. EAR TRAINING~ Being able to play on ones instrument 
anything one can sing is the ultimate goal of an improvisor. 

A. Three activities will help one to accomplish this goal: 
1. THEMATIC TRANSPOSITION: play short melodies or, 

preferably, bits of melodies and transpose as 
follows: 
a. Chromatically up in 1/2 steps 
b. Chromatically down in 1/2 steps 
c. Through the circle of fifths 
d. Whole steps up and down 
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2. MEL_Q.P_+.~[L~~TATION: 
a. Teacher play an idea (motif), student repeat 

(give starting pitch). ALWAYS SING THE IDEA 
BEFORE PLAYING IT. 

b . Stu den t pI Cl Y ani d e a / 0 the r stu den t s s i I'lll~ ,_ 
tJ:!'~J}_PJ. aL-~~ 

c. Teacher play an idea/play a different 
pitch/students sing idea based on new pitch 
and then play it. 

d. . Students play an idea/play a different 
pitch/sing the idea on the new pitch/play the 
idea on the new pitch. 

3 . TRANSCRI~.ING PORTIONS OR ALL OF RECORDED SQLOS~ 
a. Record a solo at 1/2 speed as well as at 

regular speedo 

b. t!sing a Rencil, start by incicating R.itcJ1_~_~. 
only. 

c. Determine where the measures are. 
d. Fill in the rhythms 

IV. JAZZ IMPROVIS~rION~ In order of effectively write and play 
jazz solos a student must be well equip~d with the necessary 
"tools of the trade, II SCALES. For ,our purposes we will deal 
with only two types, BLUES (melodic) and MAJOR (diatdnic). 

A. BLUES SCALE: 'rhis is an excellent scale for 
inexperienced players to learn to improvise with. It 
gives melodic security and can be used throughout the 
Blues Progression without regard for chord changes. 
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GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE BLUES SCALE 

In order to create melodies freely and comfortably one must be 
well acquainted with the Blues Scale, "inside and out." The 
following suggestions are designed to help one achieve this goal. 



CRE~TING r'lELODIES WITH BLUES NOTES 

Two contrasting types of rhymic development will be referred to 
with regard to writing and playing melodies in the following 
pa.ges. 

1. 

:2 •. 

TYPE "A": Motifs and lines that use the sa.me exact 
rhythms (all quarters, 8ths, triplets etc.). 
TYPE "8": Motifs and lines that 'Use a varied 
combinations of rhythms and rests. 

Effective ideas can be improvised by using only 1,2, or 3 notes 
of the scale. When d.oing , so al ways be sure to incorpora te the 
use of dynamics, nuances, jazz articulations, ana' special 
effects .. 

\t8 t. 



II, 

CREA~I~G. ~ELODIE~~IT~ __ rHREE BLUES NOTES: Many melodic 
possJ.bJ.lJ.tJ.es become available when using varJ.'ous b' . 
three blues notes. com J.natJ.ons of 

BLUES OPTIONS (MOTIFS): 

-The following is an illustration of various melodic options using 
only tQe top ttree notes of the blues scale. Similar 
possibilities exist when using any of the "NEIGHBORING BLUES 
NOTE" combinations. The following four note "motifs" use Type 
"A" rhythmic involvement (all 8ths). 
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One can create entirely different melodies by using any of the 
above "Options" and Type "0" rhythmic development. 

STARTING TO WRITE AND PLAY MELODIES: .In the beginning stages 
studen·t-s~ould--;·nly write and play melodies that are two 
measures long or that are four bar "question answer" types. This 
will help give their solos continuity and direction. 

If one were to analyze Jazz Solos they would have to conclude 
that, for the most part, they were a mix of two types of 
melodies. One, motifs that are ttDEVELOPED" through the use of 
various "improvisatioinal devices"- and two, "FLOWING (non
developed) MELODIC L~NES." 

I. DEVELOPED Mg~9~IES: The following is a list of various 
IMPROVISATIONAL CONCEPTS AND DEVICES used in developing 
melodies. As mentioned earlier, one should rememb~r to make 
extensive use of the jazz style, nuances, articulations, and 
special effects when playing your melodies. 

A. 

B. 

SPACE: Avoid playing continually, leave rests (space) 
between the ideas. This concept is equally ~aluable 
when playing "Developed" or "Flowing" type melodies. 

REPETITION: A number of different types of repetition 
are avaii~~le, each is very effective. It would be 
wise to concentrate on one at a time . 
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1. Repeat one I two or three note combinations using 
the same rhythm (type "A" development). Don't 
forget to use jazz articulations, nuances, and 
dynamics etc. 

2. Repeat one, two or three note combinations but use 
varied rhythms and rests (type "B" development) 

J. Repeat an idea two or more times playing it on the 
same beat of the measure each time. 

4. Repeat an idea on different beats of the measure. 

5. Repeat the rhythm but change a note. 
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6. TRANSPOSITION:' Repeat the original motif on 
different scale notes. 

, 

7 • SEQUENCES: Using either type 
an ascending 

8 • 

development, create 
melody (sequence). 

"A" OR "8" 
or descending 

RHYTHMIC DEVELOPMENT: change the rhythm. 
a. Repeat an idea but 



b. Change an idea by increasing or decreasing 
note values. 

IIo THE FLOWING cq~CI;:_~~_:_ 'rhis type of improvisation is 
essential to connecting the two types of melodies and 
"completing the picture." It is also by far the most 
frequently used of the two types. Two measure Flowing 
ttelodies should be i!~.~_roduced as soon as poss ibleand used 
in conjunction with the "developed" melodies. 

There are essentially two types of flowing lines, both can 
use as many scale notes as desired. It is important 
to s t res s the nee d to va t:L.._. ~ h e d:t r e c t ion 0 f the s eli n e s . 
Students have a tendency to either play ascending or 
descending lines only, this can sound monotonous. 

1\. Type" 1\ to Lines: 'rhose tha t use the same rhythm. 

B. "Connected Melodies" (Type "8" developed 
These lines are essentially "flowing" motifs 
melodies that relate to one another. 

'lines) : 
or short 
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Both types of flowing melodies can be used together or in 
conjunction with the various types of "Developed Melodies." 

USING MAJOR SCALES FOR IMPROVISATION 

There is no question about the tremendous value of the Blues 
Scale in teaching beginning improvisation, however,' it does have 
its limitations. The tonality can become a bit "trite" after a 
while and its very structure limits certain types of movement~ 

Once the students grasp the concept of creating the two types 6f 
melodies with Blues Scales and the "devices", its time to show 
them how they can use Major Scales in the 'j~~e wai. They should 
continue to write and play "flowing" and "developed" lines using 
all of the rules and concepts that they used with the Blues 
Scale. The main di f f erence now is tha t. 'they can' t use the same 
scale throughout ~~e solo section,they must now "make the 
changes." 

"MAKING THE CHANGES": The beginning improvisor must be concerned 
with three basic .chord types: Major, minor, and dominant. All 
three can be~related to major scales by using the following 
formula: 

. B. THE t-1AJOR SCALE: THE THREE 8AS I C CHORD TYPES (MAI"TOR, 
l"lINOR AND DOMINANT SE'v'ENTHS) CAN ALL BE RELATED TO 
t-fAJOR SCALES BY US I NG THE FOLLOW I NG FORMULA: 

1 . MAJOR CHORDS: CP.EATE t-1ELOD I ES US I NG THE NOTES OF 
THE KEY INDICATED. 



2 . DOMINANT SEVENTH CHORDS: 
SIGNATURE INDICATED AND 
SCALE: 
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ADD ONE FLAT TO THE KEY 
USE THE NOTES OF THAT 

3. 1'-1 I NOR SEI)ENTH CHOP,[>S: ADD TWO FLATS TO THE KEY 
SIGNATURE INDICATED AND USE THE NOTES OF THAT 
SCALE (IN SHARP ~EYS FLATS CANCEL SHARPS): 

Tha t was the II good news", the" bad news" is tha t they mus t b~ 

THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED wi tJL~].1 the key signa tures and m§!j9!:. 
scales. When they see A chord change they must be able to tell 
how many flats or sharps are involved at a glance. 

In order to accomplish this difficult task one should create as 
man y d iff ere n t act i v i t'i e s ( gam e s ) asp 0 s sib 1 e . Use" f las h " 
cards, do oral drills naming a specific chord and its type and 
having students name the key signature (number of flats and 
sharps), write a short progression and melody on the board and 
have the students play through it etc. etc. Another effective 
activity is to have instruments in the same key (all Eb, Bb, C 
etc.) repeat a one octave ancending and descending Bb concert 
scale mani times. Call a chord change out each time they are 
about to reach the bottom of the scale and start up again. 

The following are typical scale sequences that can be used with 
the "flowing" type of lines. Hany others can be found in various 
classical methods and improve books. Try using different rhythms 
and follow the same sequence, start a sequence and call or write 
out chord changes along the way. 
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TIlE CIIROr'IATIC SCALE1 

This sCure can be a very effective tool for the impr:ovisot-. It 
can be used over ?}1Y,_.ch9.~-(1 type,. It is extremely effective as a 
con n e c tin g de vic e . r-1 any II flo win 9 " 1 in esc an be c rea ted wit 11 i t 
as well as sequences and fast moving passages. The rule is that 
you should start and end on the correct notes and as long as you 
are moving you're o.k. If you sense you are playing a "wrong 
no te" you' re D~ve~_ .. !1lq_r:.EE_._~h.a~~. a .. 1!_4_~_t.~R_awaLfrom a corre~J:-2.n~. 

This is another very effective device for' the improvisor. It 
involves approaching scale and ,chord tones from half steps above 
and below in various wnys. This is explained quite well on pages 
19-2J in Volume I of "A nEW APPROACH TO JAZZ IMPROVISATION" BY 
JAMEY AEDERSOLD. 






